
Looking back on the old issues of the Dalhousie Gazette The swing to the new, small-c conservatism has affected both the 
Dalhousie student council and the Gazette, but to a different degree.

this year's Gazette staff continue the paper’s tradition of 
sympathizing with the underdog, a tradition which has marked the 
Gazette since it outgrew the role of literary journal. Happily, the “ 
the world” mentality is still with us.

Still, in these days where everyone seems to worry about their 
asses, it's easy to long for the irreverent, power to the people, jour
nalism of the Gazette of the 60s.

—, one can
see that the papers direction has changed sharply—not once, but 
several times. The 1950s reflect the student of the day, conservative 
and career oriented, with little interest in the social issues of the 
time. The late 60s and early 70s were the time of an unusually alive, 
concerned group of students. One only has to see the blank front 
page of an October, 1970 issue of the Gazette ‘‘brought to you cour
tesy of the War Measures Act” to see how politically involved stu
dents were. Would such an appeal for civil rights fall on deaf ears 
almost deaf ones—in 1978?
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the College. Several gentlemen of known ability, here 
kindly promised to oontribute to its pegee. 
are Paortseoas I.yall ami Dr Mill. Soi Wb. Yor’so .u, j 
Hon Mb. Howe. Our. first issue, we must pleed. lalonrs 
under some disadvantages, owing to oer sot having re
ceived in time, several Interesting articles from 
the ablest of onr contributors.
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I year. Miss Ij-aeh Is now In second 
year Xrls majoring In history and 
polit irai srirnce. After receiving her 

(degree, she hopes to travel for a year 
before settling down to marriage.
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FREDERICK BERTRAM,
mARCYLE STREET,

Wtxt door Soulli of lho Coloui.l Mnrkot. m ."I AM THE KING" says Fresh:- Pœ-k, Lard. Belogna Sausages, 1 
Ham, Vegëtables.
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DALHOUSIE STUDENTS—
1 w:-.I>o you know that wc hare inaugurated a 

service whereby YOU can hare your 
mending done regularly—as well as your 
laundering?
This is particular benefit to students away 
from home who are used to having 
MOTHK.lt look after their mending.
Our Mother's Service Will Attend to AB 
Your Mending — Dam Socks, Sew 
Buttons. Turn Worn Cuffs 
at no Extra Charge.
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United Service Book ind Stationery Wsrehouxe. 
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Shirts* Etc**

IUNGARS
GEO. Y. YOUNG & Co..

______________________ Halifax, ». 8.

suits, aims, maces'ties, imieilas,

Shirt»
DISCOUNT ALLOWED TO STUDENTS.
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Laundering Cleaning, Dyeing
Fhor^ Sack. 428
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